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Abstract

Our paper evaluates recent regulatory proposals mandating the deferral of bonus
payments and claw-back clauses in the financial sector. We develop a parsimo-
nious principal-agent framework to analyze the optimal timing and contingency
of deferred compensation if the agent’s action has persistent effects. For general
information processes, optimal deferral times depend on the trade-off between the
cost of agent impatience and the benefit of more informative performance signals.
We apply this framework to the financial sector, in particular to cases in which
the action of the agent, such as a bank CEO, affects the arrival-time distribution
of bank failure. In equilibrium, compensation contracts with “short-term” payout
dates can reflect lower risk-taking incentives (and hence less frequent bank failures)
than contracts with “long-term” payouts. Regulatory interference in the timing of
optimal compensation contracts, such as a mandated minimum-deferral require-
ment, typically increase risk-taking. However, this can be mitigated if deferral
requirements are coupled with restrictions on the contingency of bonus payments;
in other words, through clawback provisions.
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1 Introduction

The timing of executive compensation has received widespread attention in the public

debate in the aftermath of the financial crisis: Short-term oriented compensation packages

are blamed for having contributed to excessive risk-taking in the financial sector, in

particular, since large bonuses to financial executives have been paid out before the

realization of disastrous outcomes.

“Compensation schemes overvalued the present and heavily discounted the

future, encouraging imprudent risk-taking and short-termism. (...) In the

UK, we have introduced a remuneration code prescribing that payment of

bonuses must be deferred for a minimum of three years and (...) be exposed

to clawback for up to seven years.”

Mark Carney, Governor of the Bank of England, November 17, 2014.

Similar regulatory interventions in the timing of pay have been introduced or pro-

posed around the world.1 While the regulators’ underlying implicit conjectures of 1)

“Compensation contracts with short-term bonus payouts induce high risk-taking” and 2)

“Mandating longer deferral periods causes less risk-taking” have intuitive appeal, our

paper will argue that both conjectures are misguided. The conjectures fail to recognize

that the timing of bonus payments in compensation contracts is an equilibrium outcome

of the principal-agent relationship between bank shareholders and the bank CEO. Put

differently, to account for the Lucas-critique in assessing effects of regulatory interven-

tion, we require a model in which risk-taking and relevant terms of the compensation

contract, in particular, the timing of pay, are jointly determined.

Our paper develops such a model of the timing of pay to shed light on how the

bank responds to regulatory interference in the timing dimension of optimal compensa-

tion contracts, such as a mandated minimum-deferral requirement, by adjusting other

dimensions of the compensation contract, i.e., the size and contingency of bonus pay-

ments. These contract adjustments are the key reason for why pure deferral regulation

tends to backfire, i.e., leads to higher risk-taking. On an abstract level, the issue with

deferral regulation is that it only targets a symptom of the bank’s risk-taking incentives,

the compensation contracts of its key risk-takers, but does not address the root of these

risk-taking incentives, say high leverage. However, our analysis also shows that deferral

1 In the EU, a new directive adopted in 2010 includes strict rules for bank executives’ bonuses.
Directive 2010/76/EU, amending the Capital Requirements Directives, which took effect in January
2011. It has already been fully implemented in a number of countries, including France, Germany, and
the UK and has lead to mandatory deferral of bonuses for several years.
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regulation is not a complete lost cause in deterring excessive risk-taking as long as it is

coupled with additional regulatory restrictions on the contingency of pay, which may be

implemented by bonus clawback in the case of bank failure.

While we have motivated the importance of understanding the timing of pay with

recent regulatory proposals within the financial sector, one may envision many relevant

real-life settings in which the timing of pay plays a crucial role. For example, the quality

of a CEO’s strategic decision is usually only observed with delay, the true value of an

innovative activity of a R&D unit can often be assessed only well into the future (Manso

(2011)), and, whether a manager of a private equity or real estate fund put effort in

selecting the most promising investments is only observed once these illiquid investments

are sold. All of these settings share the important feature that the agent’s action has

persistent effects. Thus, while our paper focuses on an application to the financial sector,

where consequences of many actions, such as exposures to tail risks, are not immediately

observable and may only be revealed in downturns, the general contract design impli-

cations of persistence we identify have wider applicability. From this perspective, other

than speaking to topical issues in financial regulation, our analysis also makes a more

general contribution to the theory of incentive compensation.

Our general compensation design setup builds on canonical static principal-agent en-

vironments, such as Holmstrom (1979) or Harris and Raviv (1979), but we suppose that

the principal receives informative signals about the agent’s initial action over time.2 Con-

ditioning compensation contracts on informative long-run signals is costly since liquidity

needs make the agent effectively impatient relative to the principal (see e.g., DeMarzo

and Duffie (1999)). For the case of bilateral risk-neutrality and limited liability of the

agent (such as e.g., Innes (1990)), we provide a complete characterization of the optimal

timing and contingency of compensation when the first-order approach is valid.

Initially, consider the optimal contingency of compensation to implement a given

action. If a contract stipulates a bonus payment for a particular history at a given

point in time t, then this history must maximize the likelihood ratio over all possible

date-t histories.3 The intuition is akin to a static environment. Due to risk-neutrality,

there are no risk-sharing considerations, so that the agent is only rewarded for this

“best possible” history in order to provide maximal incentives. Different from a static

environment, the construction of this best possible history for each t implies that the

associated informativeness is now an increasing function of time.4 Optimal payout times

2 For related information environments, see Hopenhayn and Jarque (2010), as well as Hartman-Glaser,
Piskorski, and Tchistyi (2012) and Malamud, Rui, and Whinston (2013) in the context of securitization.

3 Technically, this requires the action to be implementable with this history.
4 Intuitively, the principal could always ignore newly arriving information.
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are designed to trade-off this informativeness benefit of deferral with the costs resulting

from agent impatience. We show that, regardless of the information environment, there

are at max two payout dates. In particular, if the agent’s outside option is sufficiently

low so that she receives an agency rent, there is a single payout time which reflects both

the principal’s rent extraction motive as well as (social) impatience costs. If the size of

the compensation package is determined by the outside option, the timing solely aims

to minimize impatience costs, and we show that this may result in two payout dates

depending on how informativeness increases over time.

To make predictions above and beyond optimal compensation design, we focus on an

application to the financial sector and interpret the agent’s action as costly effort which

reduces the hazard rate of bank failure. Hence, lack of effort corresponds to more “risk-

taking.” Roughly speaking, this is supposed to capture that generating “true alpha” is

costly to the agent, while taking on (down-side) risk is not. Compensation contracts

are designed according to the just discussed general optimality principles. In particular,

to implement a given effort level at lowest cost, the bank rewards its risk-taker only

after the “best possible” history, i.e., in the absence of bank failure. Interestingly, the

optimally chosen payout time(s) may then both increase as well as decrease in risk-taking,

depending on the survival time distribution.

While the just described optimal contracts minimize compensation costs for any given

effort level, the induced equilibrium effort may imply excessive risk-taking from society’s

perspective, for instance, as a bank’s board or shareholders (the principal) may not fully

internalize the social cost of bank failure. In fact, the bank optimally induces the effort

level that maximizes the present value of the associated gross profit stream net of the

associated minimum compensation costs. Since society cares about bank failure above

and beyond the bank’s own incentives (as captured in the bank’s valuation of the gross

profit stream), our setup features an additional external agency problem between the

bank and society: Society prefers a lower level of risk-taking (higher effort) than the one

implemented by the bank which provides scope for regulatory intervention. Concretely,

we study the effects of deferral regulation on the effort level induced by the bank, and

hence, the equilibrium frequency of bank failure. Such analysis has been called for by

the Financial Stability Board, a quasi-regulatory body for financial institutions.

“The effectiveness of these mechanisms remains largely untested and more

analysis is needed to assess whether tools such as malus and clawbacks are

sufficiently developed and effectively used to deter risks.”

Financial Stability Board, 2015.
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It is important to note, that such a regulatory intervention does not really address the

source of excessive risk-taking incentives, i.e., the external agency problem, but instead

intervenes in the internal agency problem between the bank and the bank CEO. However,

there may be good reasons, such as limited liability of bank shareholders, that prevent

(or constrain) the trivial solution of having bank shareholders directly internalize the

externalities from bank failure. In these cases, there, thus, may be a role for second-

best regulation such as deferral regulation. Still, the results from our analysis are not

supportive of pure deferral regulation.

To understand how deferral regulation typically goes wrong, one has to understand

the incentives of the bank. The bank induces an effort level that equates the bank’s

marginal gross profits to its marginal compensation costs. Since regulation only con-

strains compensation design, but not affect the gross profits, regulation is effective at

lowering risk-taking (increasing effort) if and only if it reduces marginal compensation

cost. However, there is a robust effect that causes mandatory deferral to pull towards an

increase in marginal compensation cost.

To see this, consider, first, the case where the agent has a low outside option. By

optimality of the unconstrained payout time, any required deferral above and beyond

this payout time causes the impatience costs of delay to grow faster than the associated

gain in informativeness. (Otherwise, the principal would have chosen to wait for more

precise information himself.) Importantly, this effect applies for every dollar that the

agent receives in present value terms, robustly pulling towards an increase in marginal

(and, trivially, the level of) compensation cost. In addition to this unambiguous “timing-

inefficiency” effect, the total effect of mandatory deferral on marginal costs also depends

on how the (growth rate of the) informativeness changes in effort itself. For small devi-

ations from the principal’s unconstrained payout time, the former “timing-inefficiency”

effect is still second-order, and we demonstrate that regulation may either increase or de-

crease risk-taking depending on the survival time distribution. However, for sufficiently

stringent regulation the induced timing inefficiency always dominates leading robustly to

higher risk-taking. Intuitively, the principal reacts to the intervention in the timing of

pay, by reducing the size of the payment package.

This argument no longer applies for the case of a sufficiently high outside option.

When the size of the agent’s compensation package is fixed by her outside option and

the principal is forced to defer sufficiently, making the entire pay contingent on the

most informative history (absence of bank failure) generates strong incentives. As a

consequence, it becomes impossible to implement low effort levels. While this looks like

“good news,” the principal now “optimally” adjusts the compensation contract by paying
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out part of the compensation package unconditionally, i.e., regardless of bank failure.

Such adjustments, which obviously countervail the underlying regulatory intention, may

be effectively constrained by additional “clawback requirements” based on bank failure.

Such clawback clauses essentially require all payments to be contingent on the most

informative history, the absence of bank failure. The combination of deferral regulation

and clawback provision may thus be effective in mitigating risk-taking if the agent’s

outside option is high. Else, the principal is able to adjust other relevant margins of the

compensation contract in order to “contract around regulation,” which, typically, results

in higher rather than lower risk-taking.

Literature TBD.

Organization of paper. Our paper is organized as follows. Section 2 describes our

economic and regulatory environment and sets up the full formal problem. In our main

Section 3, we analyze the Principal’s Problem consisting of optimal compensation design

(Section 3.1) and the equilibrium action choice (Section 3.2). Section 4 discusses the

comparative statics of risk-taking with respect to the stringency of regulation and gives

guidance when regulation leads to lower risk-taking and improves welfare. In Section 5,

we outline that the solution to our compensation design problem applies to a larger class

of principal-agent settings. Section 6 concludes.

2 Model setup

Economic environment. The modeling framework is a static moral hazard problem

with a risk-neutral agent and principal (similar to Innes (1990)) in which the principal

observes signals about the agent’s action over time. In our main application, the agent

should be interpreted as a CEO, or key risk-taker of a financial institution and the

principal as (the board of) a bank.

At time 0, an agent A with outside option v takes an unobservable action a ∈ A =

[0, amax] which controls the arrival time distribution function F (t| a) of a verifiable bad

event affecting the principal P and society. The bad event should be interpreted as a

disaster, such as the failure of a bank or a nuclear meltdown. Action a comes at a personal

cost c (a) to the agent, generates a discounted expected payoff π (a) to the principal, and

imposes a discounted expected negative externality x (a) on society. The wedge between

the principal’s payoff and society’s payoff, x (a), captures the part of losses that the

principal does not internalize, e.g., due to limited liability or a shorter time horizon than
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society.5 The rate of time preference for the agent and principal is denoted by rA and

rP , respectively.

Assumptions. We suppose that the survival function, S(t|a) = 1 − F (t|a) is twice

continuously differentiable in both arguments. Throughout the text, we use subscripts

as a short-hand notation for partial derivatives, so that h(t|a) = Ft(t|a)/S(t|a) denotes

the associated hazard rate. To capture the notion that a higher action reduces the

instance of a disaster, we posit

Assumption 1 The hazard rate h(t|a) is strictly decreasing in a for all t ∈ (0,∞).

ha(t|a) < 0 ∀t ∈ (0,∞) , a. (1)

Assumption 1 implies a first-order stochastic dominance order on the (family of) sur-

vival distributions indexed by a. It is satisfied for our three leading example distributions.

Example 1 Mixed distribution: S(t|a) = aSL(t)+(1− a)SH(t) with a ∈ [0, 1] and where

SL(t) dominates SH(t) in the hazard rate order, i.e., hL(t) < hH(t).

Example 2 Weibull distribution: S(t|a) = e−( ta)
κ

, with a > 0, κ > 0.6

Example 3 Log-normal distribution: S(t|a) = 1
2
− 1

2
erf
[

log t−a√
2σ

]
, with a ≥ 0, σ > 0.

Assumption 1 plays a similar role as the monotone likelihood ratio property (MLRP)

in static principal agent models with immediately observable outcomes, see e.g., Rogerson

(1985). Section 5.1 shows that the results on optimal compensation design extend to more

general information processes, such as when information arrives at discrete points in time,

or, even when performance outcomes are not binary.

We assume the validity of the first-order approach. A sufficient condition is the

concavity of the survival function, akin to convexity of the distribution function (CDFC).7

Assumption 2

Saa(t|a) ≤ 0 ∀t, a. (2)

We impose the following standard restrictions on payoffs:

5 Alternatively, the wedge could result from a corporate governance problem, in which the board’s
preferences are not perfectly aligned with long-run shareholder value.

6 The case κ = 1 yields the exponential distribution.
7 As is well known, CDFC is very restrictive. For example, it is not satisfied for Examples 2 and 3.

(These examples are still meaningful, since the first-order approach is still valid for many parametriza-
tions).
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Assumption 3 π (a), and −x (a) are strictly increasing and concave. c (a) is strictly

increasing, strictly convex, and satisfies c′(0) = c′′(0) = 0 as well as c′(amax) =∞.

In addition to ensuring tractability, this assumption formalizes the idea that the

principal does not bear the full social cost of low effort, leading to excessive disaster risk,

as suggested by the motivating quotes.

Finally, the agent is assumed to be impatient relative to the principal:

Assumption 4 The discount rates satisfy rA − rP = ∆r > 0.

Relative impatience of the agent is a standard assumption in dynamic principal-agent

models (see e.g., DeMarzo and Duffie (1999), DeMarzo and Sannikov (2006), Opp (2012),

or Opp and Zhu (2015)). It is typically motivated with liquidity needs on the side of the

agent. In our model, relative impatience introduces a cost of higher informativeness.

In this environment, the principal designs a cost-minimizing compensation contract

subject to the following restrictions. First, due to limited liability of the agent, a feasible

cumulative compensation payout process b (t) must feature positive increments, db (t) ≥
0. Second, it must be adapted to the filtration Ft generated by Y (t) where Y (t) = 1

indicates that the disaster has occurred before time t, and Y (t) = 0 otherwise.

Regulatory environment. Regulation may impose additional restrictions on compen-

sation contracts. A minimum deferral period τ mandates that the unrestricted payout

to the agent (available for immediate consumption) satisfies db (t) = 0 ∀t < τ . A

clawback clause requires the absence of a disaster at the stipulated payout time t, i.e.,

db (t) = 0 ∀t ≥ τ if Y (t) = 1. The latter constraint is referred to as a clawback clause,

as one may implement the contractual restrictions via an escrow account subject to claw-

back provisions.8 We provide further discussion on the separate role of the two clauses

in Lemma 6 which shows that (CLAW) is only relevant for sufficiently stringent deferral

periods τ . Thus, since the principal would never want to pay the agent upon failure in

the absence of regulation, our setup nests the “laissez-faire” outcome for the special case

τ = 0.

Formal problem. The full formal problem consists of the Principal’s Problem and the

Regulator’s Problem of choosing the optimal deferral period τ . Following the approach

8 That is, the principal makes pay contributions into an escrow account even before date τ (yielding
interest at rate rP ). However, the agent only has unrestricted access to the account after date τ and if
the institution has not failed at the time of the stipulated payout.
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of Grossman and Hart (1983), we decompose the analysis of the Principal’s Problem into

the compensation design problem (Problem 1) and the optimal action choice (Problem 2).

First, consider the design of the compensation process b (t) that implements a fixed

action a at the lowest (present value of) wage cost W (a|τ) to the principal given the min-

imum deferral period τ . For any action a, the entire set of Pareto-optimal compensation

contracts can be obtained by varying the agent’s outside option v.

Problem 1 (Compensation design)

W (a|τ) = min
b(t)

E
[∫ ∞

0

e−rP tdb (t)

∣∣∣∣ a] s.t.

VA := E
[∫ ∞

0

e−rAtdb (t)

∣∣∣∣ a]− c (a) ≥ v (PC)

a = arg max
ã

E
[∫ ∞

0

e−rAtdb (t)

∣∣∣∣ ã]− c (ã) (IC)

db (t) ≥ 0 ∀t (LL)

db (t) = 0 ∀t < τ (DEF)

db (t) = 0 if Y (t) = 1 (CLAW)

The first constraint refers to the participation constraint (PC) of the agent. The agent

value VA, i.e., the present value of compensation (discounted at the agent’s rate) net of the

effort cost must exceed his outside option v. Second, incentive compatibility (IC) requires

that it is optimal for the agent to choose action a given b (t). Limited liability of the

agent (LL) implies that db (t) ≥ 0. Finally, (DEF) and (CLAW) refer to the additional

constraints imposed by regulation. Since regulation constrains the contracting space,

the principal’s wage cost W (a|τ) to implement a given a must weakly increase in τ .

Note further, regulation may be so restrictive, that no solution to Problem 1 exists (see

Lemma 6). In this case, we define W (a|τ) =∞.

Second, given minimal wage cost W (a|τ) the induced equilibrium action, a∗ (τ), max-

imizes the principal’s present value of profits.

Problem 2 (Equilibrium action)

a∗ (τ) = arg max
a

π (a)−W (a|τ) . (3)

As in most of the literature on principal-agent models (see e.g., Holmstrom (1979)
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and Rogerson (1985)) we do not assume a participation constraint on the side of the

principal.

Given the resulting equilibrium action a∗ (τ), we define welfare as:

ω (τ) = π (a∗ (τ))− c (a∗ (τ))− λxx (a∗ (τ))− E
[∫ ∞

τ

(
e∆rt − 1

)
e−rAtdb (t)

∣∣∣∣ a∗(τ)

]
, (4)

where λx refers to the welfare weight that the regulator puts on the externalities and the

final term measures the deadweight cost of deferred compensation resulting from relative

impatience of the agent.9 While we are mainly interested in the positive implications

of regulatory interference in the timing of pay, we also analyze the Regulator’s Problem

yielding the normative, welfare-maximizing deferral period τ ∗.

Problem 3 (Welfare)

τ ∗ = arg max
τ

ω (τ) . (5)

We note that first-best welfare (absent an agency problem) does not involve any

inefficient delay and the associated first-best action aFB solves the first-order condition

π′
(
aFB

)
− λxx′

(
aFB

)
= c′

(
aFB

)
.

3 Principal’s Problem

3.1 Compensation design

This section studies Problem 1, i.e., the principal’s optimal compensation design to im-

plement a given action; both in the absence and presence of regulation. The preliminary

subsection 3.1.1 derives general properties of optimal contract design which are used to

simplify the subsequent analysis. For expositional reasons, the actual analysis initially

studies a relaxed problem without a participation constraint of the agent (Section 3.1.2)

and then continues with the full problem in Section 3.1.3.

3.1.1 Preliminaries

The goal of this section is to transform Problem 1 into a more tractable problem that

clearly exposes precise measures for the costs and benefits of deferral within our setup.

First, we show that (CLAW) is automatically satisfied in the solution to the unregulated

program ignoring (DEF) and (CLAW). Hence, setting the deferral requirement to τ = 0

in Problem 1 produces the unregulated wage cost W (a|0).

9 We thus make the simplifying assumption that the principal and agent have the same welfare weight.
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Lemma 1 Without regulation, an optimal contract never rewards the agent upon failure,

i.e., db (t) = 0 if Y (t) = 1.

Intuitively, the hazard rate condition (Assumption 1) implies that the absence of a

disaster is the strongest signal of agent effort at any time t. It is now convenient to

rewrite Problem 1 in terms of the process for the expected discounted pay of the agent,

denoted as B (t). Since (CLAW) applies with and without regulation, dB (t) satisfies

dB (t) = e−rAtS(t|a)dbS (t) , (6)

where dbS (t) denotes the instantaneous reward conditional on survival by time t. More-

over, since (DEF) implies that dB (t) = 0 ∀t < τ , we may write (PC) concisely as:

VA =

∫ ∞
τ

dB (t)− c (a) ≥ v. (7)

Similarly, we can simplify (IC) using the following Lemma.

Lemma 2 Assumption 2 implies validity of the first-order approach. (IC) becomes∫ ∞
τ

Sa (t|a)

S (t|a)
dB (t) = c′ (a) . (8)

For a fixed t, the term Sa(t|a)
S(t|a)

can be interpreted as the standard continuous-action like-

lihood ratio of static moral hazard environments (see e.g., Hart and Holmstrom (1987)).

We define

L (t|a) ≡ Sa (t|a)

S (t|a)
. (9)

Different than in the static environment, the likelihood ratio is a function of time.

Lemma 3 The likelihood ratio L satisfies L (0|a) = 0 and is strictly increasing in t with

Lt (t|a) = −ha (t|a) > 0 ∀t ∈ (0,∞) , a. (10)

L (t|a) measures the informativeness of performance signals available to the principal

by time t. At time 0, the absence of failure is not informative, i.e., L (0|a) = 0. Informa-

tiveness grows faster at a particular point in time, as measured by Lt (t|a), if the hazard

rate is more sensitive to effort. To see this, think of approximating the local incentive

constraint with binary effort. If the hazard rate under high and low effort is identical

at time t, the principal learns nothing from the absence (or occurrence) of a disaster.
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If instead, the hazard rate under low effort is much higher than under high effort, the

principal learns “a lot.” Formally, this is captured by the term −ha (t|a), which is strictly

positive by Assumption 1. Figure 1 plots the hazard rate and function L for specifications

of Example distributions 1 to 3. We plot the functions for two effort levels. It can be

inferred from the graph that the slope of L is greater the greater the difference in hazard

rates.

time t
0 1 2 3

0

1

2

3

mixed exponential:
hazard rate

low action
high action

time t
0 1 2 3

0

1

2

3

4

5

likelihood ratio

low action
high action

time t
0 1 2 3

0

1

exponential:
hazard rate

low action
high action

time t
0 1 2 3

0

1

2

3
likelihood ratio

low action
high action

time t
0 1 2 3

0

1

lognormal:
hazard rate

low action
high action

time t
0 1 2 3

0

1

2

likelihood ratio

low action
high action

Figure 1. Example information processes. This graph plots the hazard rate (top panels)
and likelihood ratio (lower panels) for different arrival time distributions falling in the class of
Examples 1 to 3 (from left to right). The left panels show a mixed exponential distribution with
respective parameters λL = 1/4 and λH = 4, respectively. The middle panels show the case of
an exponential distribution (Weibull with κ = 1) with parameter λ = 1/a and the right panels a
lognormal distribution with parameters µ = a and σ = 1. For each distribution the plots show the
respective functions for two actions corresponding to a mean arrival time of 1 (low action) and 3
(high action), respectively.

Using the discounted expected payment process B (t), the first-order approach and

the definition of the likelihood ratio L (t|a), we can now write Problem 1 concisely as

Problem 4

W (a|τ) = min
B(t)

∫ ∞
τ

e∆rtdB (t) s.t. (11)
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∫ ∞
τ

dB (t)− c (a) ≥ v (PC)∫ ∞
τ

L (t|a) dB (t) = c′ (a) (IC)

dB (t) ≥ 0 ∀t (LL)

The transformed Problem 4 clearly reveals the costs and benefits of delay. The cost

of delay is measured by e∆rt, since for every unit of discounted expected pay to the agent,

the principal incurs a cost of e∆rt. The benefit of delay is that every unit of discounted

expected pay boosts incentives, i.e., relaxes IC, by L (t|a). To ensure that the costs of

delay are sufficiently important as to affect contract design, i.e., we impose

Assumption 5 For any action a, the growth rate of Lt satisfies limt→∞
d logLt
dt
≤ 0.

Then, for any finite τ , all payments to the agent occur in finite time.

Before solving Problem 4, it is useful to point out that the survival distribution S (t|a)

only enters the transformed problem via L (t|a). Hence, it is possible to interpret L (t|a)

more generally as the primitive process for the informativeness of performance signals

available to the principal rather than an endogenous object derived from a family of

survival functions. Moreover, since time maps one-to-one into informativeness L (t|a),

we may then define the cost of informativeness as the costs of delay measured in likelihood

ratio units rather than time:

Definition 1 For any action a, the cost of informativeness is given by the function

e∆rL−1(z|a), mapping z ∈ [0, limt→∞ L (t|a)) into R+.

This function will play an important role in our analysis (see, in particular, Lemma 5

and Proposition 2), and has the following properties:

Lemma 4 For any action a, the cost of informativeness, e∆rL−1(z|a), is a differentiable

and strictly increasing function of z for all z ∈ [0, limt→∞ L (t|a)). It is strictly convex if

and only if
d2e∆rt

dt2
/
de∆rt

dt
= ∆r >

Ltt
Lt

∀t. (12)

We note that differentiability is the only real restriction our assumptions impose, since

the cost of informativeness must, by definition, be strictly increasing in more general
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environments. In particular, e∆rL−1(z|a) need not be convex.10 Non-convexities naturally

arise when the growth rate of informativeness varies sufficiently over time, such as in

Examples 1 or 3 (see Figure 1).

3.1.2 Relaxed problem

To clearly highlight the intuition for our results, we will first analyze contract design in

the relaxed problem which ignores the (PC) constraint.

Proposition 1 (Relaxed problem) For any action a, the cost-minimizing Pareto-optimal

compensation contract is unique. The single payment date T̂1 satisfies

T̂1 (a|τ) = arg min
t≥τ

e∆rt

L (t|a)
. (13)

The agent values the associated compensation package at

dB
(
T̂1

)
=

c′ (a)

L
(
T̂1|a

) . (14)

Intuitively, due to risk-neutrality of both parties, the optimal contract shifts all pay-

ments to the date that offers the best cost-benefit trade-off. This payout date, T̂1,

minimizes the cost of delay, e∆rt, per informativeness, L (t|a). Of course, if there was no

cost of delay, ∆r = 0, the optimal payout time would, by the “informativeness principle,”

simply maximize informativeness, so that T̂1 =∞.

Except for knife-edge cases, the optimal payout time is unique. If there are multiple

global minimizers of e∆rt

L(t|a)
, any solution produces the same wage cost to the principal

W (a|τ) = e∆rT̂1
c′ (a)

L
(
T̂1|a

) .11 (15)

While the principal is indifferent among these solutions, the agent strictly prefers the one

with the shortest payout time since VA = c′(a)

L(T̂1|a)
−c (a). Thus, using Pareto-optimality as

the selection criterion, we obtain a unique optimal payout time. Given T̂1, the expected

discounted payout (14) is obtained from (IC).

10 Assumption 5 only ensures convexity in the limit, i.e., for L = limt→∞ L (t|a).
11 The value of e∆rT̂1

L(T̂1|a)
can be interpreted as the shadow value on the incentive constraint.
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Payout time in the absence of regulation. The optimal unregulated payout time,

T̂1 (a|0) , solves the (necessary) first-order condition:12

d logL

dt

∣∣∣∣
t=T̂1(a|0)

= ∆r. (16)

At the optimal unregulated payout time, T̂1 (a|0) , the growth rate of informativeness,
d logL
dt

, must equal the growth rate of the costs of delay, ∆r. For the Weibull family

considered in Example 2 (and the special case of the exponential distribution, i.e., κ = 1),

this trade-off yields a particularly simple closed-form solution T̂1 (a|0) = κ
∆r

.

The Weibull distribution example also reveals that early payout times are not neces-

sarily reflective of poor incentives, i.e., low actions a. In general, the comparative statics

of T̂1 (a|0) in a depend on whether the growth rate of informativeness, d logL
dt

, increases

or decreases in a. More formally, by the implicit function theorem we obtain that

sgn

(
dT̂1 (a|0)

da

)
= sgn

(
∂

∂a

d logL

dt

∣∣∣∣
t=T̂1(a|0)

)
. (17)

In particular, the payout time is decreasing in the action in Example 1, independent

of the action in Example 2, and increasing in the action in Example 3. These findings

already suggest that deferral regulation may have different effects on the equilibrium

action depending on the information process; we will come back to this in Section 4.1

(see, in particular, Proposition 3).

Contract design under deferral regulation. Regulation constrains the principal’s

optimal choice of payout times as soon as τ > T̂1 (a|0).

Lemma 5 In general, T̂1 (a|τ) = τ for τ sufficiently high. If the cost of informativeness,

e∆rL−1(z|a), is strictly convex for z > L
(
T̂1 (a|0) |a

)
, then

T̂1 (a|τ) = max
{
T̂1 (a|0) , τ

}
. (18)

Convexity of the cost of informativeness is key for the effect of regulation on payout

times. The first statement follows from Assumption 5 which ensures convexity in the

limit. Moreover, if convexity is satisfied as soon as τ > T̂1 (a|0), the constrained optimal

12 Existence of a solution to (16) follows from continuity of L (t|·) together with limt→0
d log L

dt = ∞
and limt→∞

d log L
dt = 0, where we have used Lemma 3 together with Assumptions 1 and 5. We note,

without further assumptions, the first-order condition may not be sufficient (see Figure 2).
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Figure 2. Payout times under deferral regulation. This graph plots the likelihood ratio and
the cost of delay as a function of time (left panel) as well the cost of informativeness (right panel)
for a piecewise mixed exponential arrival time distribution: F (t|a) = wG(t|a) for t ≤ s and F (t|a) =
F (s|a)+wG(t−s|a) for t > s, where G(·) is mixed exponential, i.e., G(t|a) = aGL(t)+(1− a)GH(t)
with GL and GH the cdfs of two exponential distributions with parameters λL = 1/4 and λH = 4
respectively, and the weight w := 1/ (1 +G(s|a)) scaling total probability to 1. The graph shows
the respective functions for s = 0.71, a = 0.95 and ∆r = 1.55.

payout time T̂1 (a|τ) is simply given by the minimum deferral period τ . For Example 2,

the Weibull distribution, we thus obtain that T̂1 (a|τ) = max
{

κ
∆r
, τ
}

.

Economically, non-convexities arise if the increase in informativeness fluctuates suf-

ficiently over time (see Condition 12). The left panel of Figure 2 plots an example

information process with two phases of high growth. Hence, the cost of informativeness

plotted in the right panel exhibits a non-convex region. In this example, the optimal

unconstrained payout time (pinned down by the tangent line through the origin with the

minimum slope, e∆rt

L(t|a)
) violates the regulatory constraint, i.e., T̂1 (a|0) < τ . However,

the endogenously chosen payout time given the constraint exceeds the minimum deferral

period, T̂1 (a|τ) > τ , so that one may (wrongly) infer that the constraint is irrelevant.13

It is important to highlight that when regulation constrains the timing dimension

of pay (and thus increases the informativeness of the signal that the principal uses to

incentivize the agent), it correspondingly reduces the required level of pay to incentivize a

given action a, see (14). Clearly, this effect is not present when the agent’s participation

constraint binds. We will now explore the implications of a participation constraint in

13 This result is reminiscent of Jewitt, Kadan, and Swinkels (2008) who show that minimum wages
may harm the principal even when the agent receives more than the minimum wage in the (constrained)
optimal contract.
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the full analysis of the compensation design problem.

3.1.3 Full problem

To highlight the additional features of optimal compensation design induced by (PC), we

initially focus on optimal contracts with binding (PC). Intuitively, these contracts arise

in equilibrium if the agent’s outside option is sufficiently high, otherwise the contracts

derived in the previous section apply (see Theorem 1).

The main difference in the case of binding (PC) is that the principal’s choice of payout

times no longer aims to influence the agency rent (versus (14)). Instead, for a given action

a, the agent’s total compensation package is fixed at
∫∞
t=τ

dB (t) = v + c (a), so that

optimal compensation contracts minimize weighted average deadweight costs of delay

subject to ensuring incentive compatibility. More formally, let dw (t) = dB(t)
v+c(a)

≥ 0 denote

the fraction of pay that the agent derives from date-t compensation, then Problem 4 can

be written as

W (a|τ) = (v + c (a)) min
w(t)

∫ ∞
τ

e∆rtdw (t) s.t. (19)∫ ∞
τ

L (t|a) dw (t) =
c′ (a)

v + c (a)
(20)

It is immediate that if the deferral requirement τ is sufficiently stringent, so that L (τ |a) >
c′(a)
v+c(a)

, no feasible contract can implement action a. Intuitively, as the entire pay, v+c (a),

has to be contingent on survival up to at least date τ , and, thus, on informativeness of

at least L(τ |a), there is a lower bound on incentives of (v + c (a))L (τ |a) for any given

a. Since this section focuses on compensation design, we, for now, restrict attention to

the set of implementable actions a ≥ a (τ) where a (τ) satisfies

L (τ |a) =
c′ (a)

v + c (a)
. (21)

Proposition 2 In an optimal compensation contract with binding (PC), the wage costs

satisfy

W (a|τ) = (v + c (a))C

(
c′ (a)

v + c (a)

∣∣∣∣ a, τ) ,
where C (z|a, τ) denotes the convexification of e∆rL−1(z|a) for z ≥ L (τ |a). The contract

features a single payout date T1 solving L (T1|a) = c′(a)
v+c(a)

if and only if

e∆rT1 = C

(
c′ (a)

v + c (a)

∣∣∣∣ a, τ) , (22)
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Figure 3. One vs. two payment dates. This graph plots the cost of information e∆rL
−1(z|a)

for the exponential distribution from Example 2 (left panel) as well as for the piecewise mixed
exponential arrival time distribution as in Figure 2 (right panel). For both panels the cost function
is given by c(a) = 0.5αa2 and parameters values are chosen as follows: a = 0.8, ∆r = 1, α = 1.15
and v = 0.632.

Otherwise, the contract features a short-term payout date TS (a|τ) ∈ [τ, T1) and a long-

term payout date TL (a|τ) > T1 such that for λ =
L(TL)− c′(a)

v+c(a)

L(TL)−L(TS)

λe∆rTS + (1− λ) e∆rTL = C

(
c′ (a)

v + c (a)

∣∣∣∣ a, τ) . (23)

Intuitively, if the cost of informativeness is strictly convex, so that C (z|a, τ) =

e∆rL−1(z|a), a single (and unique) payout date is optimal.14 Any incentive-compatible

combination of payments at two payout dates, such as for example at date T̂1 and date

0 (see left panel of Figure 3), would yield strictly higher weighted average deadweight

costs of delay than paying exclusively at date T1.

Optimality of two payment dates requires there be non-convexities in the cost of

informativeness.15 As an illustrative example consider the information process of Fig-

ure 2 and suppose that T1 falls into the region where informativeness grows very little

14 This case applies e.g., for the exponential distribution (cf. Hartman-Glaser, Piskorski, and Tchistyi

(2012)), where T1 = a2 c′(a)
v+c(a) . It does not apply for all parameter values κ of the more general Weibull

distribution.
15 In general, these two payout dates are unique (as in Figure 3). In some knife-edge cases, there may

be multiple solutions for TS and TL. (Then, in the associated plot of discounting costs e∆rt against
information L (t) all points would lie on one line). In this knife-edge case, it is without loss of generality
to pick 2 payout dates so that TS < T1 and TL > T1.
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immediately before date T1 and grows strongly at some point after date T1. Put differ-

ently, the cost of informativeness plotted in the right panel of Figure 3 grows steeply for

L < L (T1|a) = c′(a)
v+c(a)

and grows relatively little for L > c′(a)
v+c(a)

. Then, it is optimal to

make a payment at a long-term date TL > T1 and tap the informative signals after date

T1 to provide incentives, and make an additional early payment at date TS < T1 to satisfy

(PC) at smaller costs of delay, e∆rTS < e∆rT1 . Depending on the region of non-convexities

the short-term payment may be interior (as in this example) or as early as possible (at

time τ) as e.g., for the following standard arrival time distributions:

Corollary 1 In the absence of regulation, for ∆r sufficiently low and v sufficiently high,

there are two payment dates in Examples 1, 2 (for κ > 1), and 3. The short-term payment

date satisfies TS = 0 for all examples.

This result follows from the fact that limv→∞ T1 (a, v) = 0 and that all of these survival

distributions imply that L is locally convex at date 0. One can now consider the effect

of the mandatory deferral period on contract design.

Corollary 2 Suppose τ < T1 and e∆rT1 > C
(

c′(a)
v+c(a)

∣∣∣ a, τ), then if regulation constrains

the short-term payment date so that TS (a|τ) = τ , a marginal increase in τ induces the

principal to lower TL (a|τ).

Intuitively, the principal responds to the required deferral of the short-term payment

date by shifting the long-term date to an earlier point (see Figure 4 for graphical illus-

tration).

Solution to full problem. It is now possible to characterize the solution to the full

compensation design problem for any given action a by combining the results of the

relaxed compensation design problem and the results of this section.

Theorem 1 For any action a ≥ a (τ), the optimal contract is

1) characterized by Proposition 1 if v ≤ c′(a)

L(T̂1(a|τ)|a)
− c (a), and

2) characterized by Proposition 2 otherwise.

Intuitively, if the agency rent derived from the optimal contract in the relaxed Prob-

lem, c′(a)

L(T̂1(a|τ)|a)
− c (a), (see Proposition 1) is sufficiently high as to satisfy (PC), then

this contract is also the solution to the full problem. The proof then proceeds to show

that (PC) must bind in all other cases, so that either the single-date or two-date contract

applies.
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Role of clawback clause. We conclude the section on compensation design by ana-

lyzing compensation contracts in the absence of the clawback clause, thereby highlighting

its role.

Lemma 6 For a ≥ a (τ), the optimal contract in the absence of (CLAW) is described in

Theorem 1. For, a < a (τ), a fraction γ ∈ (0, 1] of the total expected discounted pay to

the agent, v + c (a), is paid out at date τ regardless of survival, where γ =
v+c(a)− c′(a)

L(τ |a)

v+c(a)
.

In the latter case, the associated wage costs are given by (v + c (a)) e∆rτ .

Thus, as long as an action is implementable with a contract that makes pay fully

contingent on survival, i.e., a ≥ a (τ), the clawback clause plays no role in our com-

pensation design analysis. The principal would endogenously make all pay conditional

on survival (Lemma 1 is a special case as a (0) = 0). However, without the clawback

clause, the principal has the ability to design compensation contracts that implement low

actions, a < a (τ), by making unconditional payments at date τ to satisfy (PC). Thus,

the clawback clause only “bites” in conjunction with the minimum deferral requirement

τ > 0 if it prohibits the implementation of an action altogether.

This completes the characterization of optimal contract design in the presence of de-

ferral requirements. Given the associated minimal wage cost W (a|τ) for a given action a

we now analyze the action that the principal induces in equilibrium, a∗ (τ), i.e., determine
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the solution to Problem 2.

3.2 Equilibrium action

Following the structure of our analysis of the compensation design problem, we first study

the profit-maximizing action choice in the absence of (PC), i.e.,

â (τ) = arg max
a

π (a)− Ŵ (a|τ) , (24)

where Ŵ (a|τ) denotes the compensation cost function of the relaxed problem given by

(15). To facilitate exposition, we require that c′ (a) is sufficiently convex as to ensure

strict convexity of Ŵ (a|τ).16 Then, by concavity of π, the action â (τ) is the unique

solution to:

π′ (â (τ)) = Ŵa (â (τ) |τ) . (25)

Let v̂ (τ) := c′(â(τ))

L(T̂1(â(τ)|τ)|a)
− c (â (τ)) denote the agency rent associated with â (τ), then

Lemma 7 The equilibrium action satisfies

a∗ (τ) =

{
â (τ)

arg maxa≥a(τ) π (a)− [v + c (a)]C
(

c′(a)
v+c(a)

∣∣∣ a, τ) v ≤ v̂ (τ)

v > v̂ (τ) .
(26)

Thus, unless (PC) is slack in equilibrium (v ≤ v̂), the equilibrium action is not nec-

essarily pinned down by a first-order condition, and may instead be given by the lowest

implementable action a (τ). Since a (0) = 0 and by our assumptions on c (a), such a

corner case is only possible in the presence of sufficiently stringent regulation.

4 Regulator’s Problem

Our analysis of the regulator’s problem consists of two parts. First, we study the com-

parative statics of the equilibrium action a∗ (τ) in the minimum deferral time τ (Section

4.1). This does not only set the stage for the analysis of the normative (welfare maximiz-

ing) choice of the deferral time τ ∗ (Section 4.2), it also allows us to develop the positive

implications of deferral regulation. Since we restrict the set of possible regulatory inter-

ventions to a single policy, deferral regulation, our “normative” analysis cannot aim to

16 As usual in static principal-agent models, the assumption that implies validity of the first-order
approach, i.e., Assumption 2 in our setup, does not imply that the principal’s problem is quasiconcave
in the action (see Grossman and Hart (1983) or Jewitt, Kadan, and Swinkels (2008)).
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solve for the globally optimal policy.17

4.1 Comparative statics analysis

4.1.1 Relaxed problem

We initially study the effect of mandatory deferral on the action in the absence of (PC).

In this case, for any given τ , the equilibrium action is always pinned down by a first-order

condition (25). In particular, since deferral regulation only affects the cost of inducing an

action, Ŵ (a|τ), but not its benefit, π (a), the impact of deferral on the equilibrium action

is solely determined by the effect on the marginal cost. We note that while regulation

must increase the level of costs, i.e., ∂Ŵ (a|τ)
∂τ

≥ 0, the effect of regulation on marginal cost

is a priori unclear. By the implicit function theorem,

sgn

(
dâ (τ)

dτ

)
= sgn

(
−∂

2Ŵ (a|τ)

∂a∂τ

)
, (27)

where the cross-partial satisfies

∂2Ŵ (a|τ)
∂a∂τ

Ŵ (a|τ)
= 1T̂1(a|τ)=τ


(

∆r −
d logL

dt

∣∣∣∣
t=τ

)
︸ ︷︷ ︸

≥0

[
c′′ (a)

c′ (a)
− La

L

]
︸ ︷︷ ︸

>0

− ∂

∂a

d logL

dt

∣∣∣∣
t=τ︸ ︷︷ ︸

≶0

 . (28)

We initially consider the effect of setting τ marginally above the unconstrained payout

time T̂1 (a|0). Then, the first term is zero by the first-order condition (16).

Proposition 3 Let τ = T̂1 (a|0), then

sgn

(
dâ (τ)

dτ

)
= sgn

(
dT̂1 (a|0)

da

)
= sgn

(
∂

∂a

d logL

dt

∣∣∣∣
t=τ

)
. (29)

Intuitively, whether the marginal effect of deferral on the equilibrium action is positive

or negative is akin to the question whether the unconstrained timing choice, T̂1 (a|0), is

increasing or decreasing in a, see (17). If dT̂1(a|0)
da

> 0 and the principal is constrained

by regulation to choose further deferral, the regulator effectively nudges the principal to

induce a higher equilibrium action (lower risk-taking). In the opposite case, dT̂1(a|0)
da

< 0, a

17 Clearly, for deferral regulation to be part of a more general optimal regulatory policy mix, we would
conjecture that there should be restrictions or costs involved in making the principal directly internalize
the externalities.
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large minimum deferral time induces a lower action. As shown previously, all comparative

statics are possible depending on the information process. The Weibull family (Example

2), with the exponential distribution as a special case (κ = 1), represents the knife-edge

case.

Corollary 3 Let τ = T̂1 (a|0), then a marginal increase in τ decreases the action in

Example 1, has no effect in Example 2, and increases the action in Example 3.

We have thus shown that marginal interference in the timing of pay has non-trivial

effects on the equilibrium action and requires precise knowledge about the underlying

information process. It is key for these comparative statics results that for small, for-

mally infinitesimal, perturbations the payout time still satisfies the first-order condition

(17). However, as the regulator mandates further deferral and regulation binds, he in-

duces first-order deviations from the optimality condition: The induced growth rate of

the costs of delay exceeds the growth rate of informativeness, ∆r >
d logL
dt

∣∣
t=T̂1(a|τ)

, which

unambiguously pulls towards an increase in marginal costs (see first term in (28)). There-

fore, regardless of the underlying information process, sufficiently stringent regulation

eventually reduces the action. More formally,

Proposition 4 There exists a minimum deferral period τ̆ such that for all τ > τ̆

1) the minimum deferral period binds, T̂1 (â (τ) |τ) = τ , and

2) the action satisfies limτ→∞ â (τ) = 0.

We will now study how the principal’s choices change in presence of the agent’s (PC).

4.1.2 Full problem

We first consider the case of a sufficiently low outside option, 0 < v < v̂ (0), so that (PC)

is slack in the absence of regulation. Then, for τ sufficiently small, the comparative statics

described in Propositions 3 and 4 initially still apply. The left panel of Figure 5 illustrates

the comparative statics for the example of the exponential distribution. However, as the

action â (τ) is eventually reduced (and approaching zero) according to Proposition 4, so

is the associated agent’s payoff VA = c′(â(τ))
L(τ |â(τ))

− c (â (τ)). Therefore, starting from slack

(PC) in the absence of regulation (τ = 0) there exists a threshold level for the deferral

period, τ̂ , at which (PC) starts to bind.

c′ (â (τ̂))

L (τ̂ |â (τ̂))
− c (â (τ̂)) = v. (30)
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Figure 5. Comparative statics. This graph plots equilibrium effort a∗(τ) as a function of the
mandatory delay of compensation τ for the case of an exponential distribution. The left panel shows
a case with low v = 0.1, such that the participation constraint does not bind for τ = 0, whereas it
does bind in the right panel with v = 5. For both panels ∆r = 1.5, the revenue function satisfies
π (a) = 40a and effort costs are given by c (a) = 1

6a
3. The welfare maximizing τ∗ (cf. section 4.2)

is obtained for x(a) = x− a, where we normalize x = 0.

At this threshold level τ̂ , the optimal action ignoring (PC), â (τ̂), is equal to the lowest

implementable action i.e., â (τ̂) = a (τ). From then on, the comparative statics are akin

to the comparative statics of τ with binding (PC) as illustrated in the right panel of

Figure 5. We now characterize the new and robust result in the presence of (PC).

Proposition 5 For any v > 0, a sufficiently stringent deferral period implies that

1) there is a single payment date at date τ,

2) the agent’s participation constraint binds, and

3) the equilibrium action a∗ (τ) = a (τ) is strictly increasing in τ .

Thus, in the presence of (PC), sufficiently stringent regulation has an unambiguously

positive effects on the action. In this case, the principal is “forced” by regulation to

increase his action as it is no longer determined by a first-order condition, but instead

given by the lowest possible implementable action that allows satisfying (PC), (DEF)

and (CLAW), i.e., a∗ (τ) = a (τ) (see Figure 5 for τ > τ̂).

To understand the intuition, recall that regulatory interference in the timing of pay

does not give the principal per se more incentives to avoid disaster events (in contrast

to, for example, equity capital regulation).18 In particular, when facing regulatory con-

straints on one dimension of the compensation contract, the principal will, in general, try

18 See e.g., Harris, Opp, and Opp (2015).
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to adjust other dimensions of the contract. In our setup, the three relevant dimensions

are 1) the agent’s net level of pay VA, 2) the contingency of pay (success versus failure)

and, 3), the timing of pay. If τ is sufficiently high, the principal is unable to adjust on

any margin. First, binding (PC) fixes the agency rent at v. Second, (CLAW) forces the

principal to only pay in the absence of the disaster, which combined with the deferral

requirement τ , makes it impossible to implement a sufficiently low action.

If the principal can adjust on either of these margins, the regulatory rationale is

not robust. If (PC) is slack, then the principal can adjust the size of the pay (see

Section 4.1.1). If (PC) is binding but the deferral period is not sufficiently stringent and

only constrains the short-term payment TS of a two-date contract, then the principal

can both change the timing of the long-term payment and the fraction of pay made at

each date. Finally, if the regulator does not impose CLAW (see Lemma 6), the principal

responds by making (part of the) compensation regardless of whether there was success

or failure when being confronted with sufficiently stringent deferral regulation. In all of

these cases, these adjustments may lead to a lower action.

4.2 Optimal deferral periods

We now consider the regulator’s optimal choice of τ . Recall our definition of welfare from

(4), which can be written as

ω (τ) = π (a∗ (τ))− c (a∗ (τ))− λxx (a∗ (τ))−
∫ ∞
τ

(
e∆rt − 1

)
dB (t) . (31)

By imposing a binding deferral regulation τ , the regulator, thus, affects welfare directly

through the deadweight cost of delay (last term in 31) and indirectly via the effect on the

equilibrium action a∗ (τ). Using the comparative statics results from the previous section

4.1 together with (31) it is then straightforward to determine the welfare maximizing

deferral period τ ∗ = arg maxτ ω (τ), which satisfies the following basic properties:

Lemma 8 For any bounded λx, the optimal (welfare-maximizing) deferral period τ ∗ is

finite and satisfies d
dλx
τ ∗ ≥ 0. If regulation binds, τ ∗ > 0, then a∗(τ ∗) > a∗(0).

To see the intuition for the last statement in Lemma 8 note that ω(τ) is simply the

sum of the principal’s and the agent’s expected payoff minus the expected externality.

The principal’s payoff can clearly not increase with tighter restrictions on the contract

space and the agent’s payoff does either not depend on τ or a when (PC) binds, or, with

(PC) slack, decreases in τ and increases in a. Combined with x′(a) < 0, this implies
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the intuitive result that binding deferral regulation can be welfare increasing only if it

is successful in increasing the equilibrium action. However, even if a∗(τ) > a∗(0) for

some τ it is still unclear whether this increase is welfare-enhancing since deferral also

has a first-order effect on the deadweight loss. In fact, for sufficiently stringent deferral

regulation the deadweight loss dominates, such that welfare is eventually decreasing in

τ . Whether imposing a binding deferral period τ ∗ > 0 is optimal at all, then depends on

the importance of the externality in the welfare measure. It is fairly intuitive that the

optimum deferral time (which increases the equilibrium action) is increasing in λx.

Using Lemma 8 together with the comparative statics results in Section 4.1 it is

apparent that the optimality of a binding deferral period crucially depends on the arrival

time distribution as well as whether (PC) binds or not without regulation. Consider the

example from Figure 5. For low values of v, (PC) is slack in the absence of regulation,

so that a∗(τ) is first decreasing and increasing only for τ > τ̂ (see left panel of Figure 5).

Thus, relatively stringent regulation is required to increase a∗(τ) above the unregulated

level. However, at that level the associated deadweight loss is so large that it dominates

the reduction in the externality. Hence, τ ∗ = 0. For higher values of v, (PC) binds also

absent regulation, so that a∗(τ) is globally increasing (see right panel of Figure 5). It is

now strictly optimal to set τ ∗ > 0 by trading off the marginal reduction in the externality

with the marginal increase in the deadweight loss.

For this example, it can be shown that if a binding τ ∗ > 0 is optimal for some v′,

then it is strictly optimal for any v > v′. When we thus stipulate that more competition

for human capital raises v, our results suggest that deferral regulation is more likely to

be beneficial when competition for human capital is more intense. While these results

are obtained assuming the specific exponential arrival time distribution, they clearly

illustrate how our positive results on the impact of deferral regulation on a∗ (τ) can be

used to make normative statements.

5 Extensions

In this section, we lay out that the optimal compensation contract that solves Problem 4

applies to more general information environments and principal-agent relationships. The

only key assumptions of our setup are 1) risk-neutrality, 2) informative signals about

the agent’s action are revealed over time, and, 3) relative impatience of the agent. Risk-

neutrality implies that for any payout date t, the agent is only rewarded for the outcome

with the highest likelihood ratio. The second feature implies that this likelihood ratio is

an increasing function of time t. Finally, impatience implies that deferring pay is costly,
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which introduces a trade-off between informativeness and deadweight costs of delay.

5.1 Generalization of information processes

To see how our setup can accommodate more general information structure, let h̃t denote

the history of realized signals by time t, and let Ht denote the corresponding set of all

possible histories at time t. Then, for each possible history h̃t, we can compute the

associated likelihood ratio L̃
(
h̃t|a

)
. However, for the purpose of designing incentive pay,

we only need to consider the history associated with the highest likelihood ratio, i.e.,

L (t|a) = max
h̃t∈Ht

L̃
(
h̃t|a

)
(32)

In our binary information environment (disaster has occurred or not), Assumption 1

insured that a history without failure is the history with the largest likelihood-ratio at

each point in time t (Lemma 1). However, in more general environments, it may be

possible that early failure is an indicator of taking the intended long-run action (see e.g.,

Manso (2011) or Zhu (2015)). (32) formalizes how to accommodate this.

We also note that our results readily extend to environments with discrete information

arrival and/ or a finite horizon. For example, one may envision situations where the

principal can only observe disasters at discrete points in time, say because of an annual

audit. If (PC) is slack, Proposition 1 essentially applies without modification. The

optimal payout time is still arg mint∈ς
e∆rt

L(t|a)
; now minimized over the (possibly) finite set

of information dates ς. Likewise, when (PC) binds one can readily define C (z|a, τ) and

apply Proposition 2. However, for discrete information arrival, there are now generically

two payout dates as there generically does not exist a single payout date that satisfies

L (t|a) = c′(a)
v+c(a)

.

5.2 Multi-task environment

Consider the following multi-task environment inspired by Bénabou and Tirole (2016).

The agent’s action consists of two tasks a and q, where only task a has persistent effects.

In particular, the agent first needs to exert unobservable effort q ∈ [0, 1] at associated

effort cost k (q) to create a business opportunity with probability q. If no opportunity

arrives, the game ends. If a business opportunity has arrived, which is immediately

observable, the agent then chooses action a at cost c (a, q). We make standard convexity

assumptions on k(·) and c(·), and, for simplicity, assume that the agent has a sufficiently

low outside option. Since the agent will optimally never receive any compensation if no
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business opportunity has been created, we may write the agent’s payoff as

VA = q

(∫ ∞
τ

dB (t)− c (a, q)

)
− k (q) .

Then, the principal’s compensation design problem to implement a given a and q is

W (a, q|τ) = qmin
B(t)

∫ ∞
τ

e∆rtdB (t) s.t.

∫ ∞
τ

dB (t) = k′ (q) + c (a, q) (ICq)∫ ∞
τ

L (t|a) dB (t) =
∂c (a, q)

∂a
(ICa)

dB (t) ≥ 0 ∀t (LL)

Since a and q are fixed, it is immediate that the solution to this compensation design

problem is given by Proposition 2.

6 Conclusion

This paper characterizes optimal compensation contracts in a principal-agent framework

in which signals about the agent’s action are revealed over time. For the case of bilateral

risk neutrality, optimal contracts are surprisingly simple. Regardless of the information

environment, there are at most two payout dates. We use this basic framework to shed

light on recent regulatory initiatives to impose minimum deferral period and clawback

requirements on compensation contracts in the financial sector. Facing such restrictions

on the timing dimension of compensation contracts, the principal responds by restructur-

ing the contract along other dimensions. We show that these adjustments, most notably

of the level and contingency of pay, generally vary with the information environment

and, typically increase risk-taking. However, a robust insight with respect to regulation

emerges. If the agent’s outside option is sufficiently high so that the level of the compen-

sation package is determined by the outside option, a suitable combination of a minimum

deferral requirement and clawback provisions in the case of bank failure does have the

intended effect of reducing risk-taking.

Our paper provides two avenues for future research. First, one of the key restrictions

of our paper is that we only analyze the implications of a particular regulatory policy,

namely a minimum deferral period. It would be interesting to study when deferral and
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clawback regulation should be part of optimal and unified financial regulation. We con-

jecture that there are interdependencies between various regulations that directly target

the principal’s risk-taking incentives, such as capital requirements, and restrictions on

compensation design. Such a more general framework may also take into account general

equilibrium effects of regulation. For example, by affecting the minimum deferral period

for an entire industry, regulation may also affect the outside option of the agent.

Second, it may be worthwhile to generalize our paper to repeated moral hazard set-

tings with persistent effects. There has been recent interest in these types of problems

with a risk-averse agent (see e.g., Jarque (2010) or Sannikov (2014)). However, it may

be possible to exploit the simplicity of our results implied by risk-neutrality to deepen

our intuitive understanding of these settings for arbitrary information processes.

Appendix A Proofs

Proof of Lemma 1. Follows from the proof of Lemma 6 below. Q.E.D.

Proof of Lemma 2. The second-order condition implies

∂2VA
∂a2

=

∫
e−rAtSaa(t|a)dbS (t)− c′′ (a) ≤ 0. (33)

Assumptions 2 and 3 jointly imply the inequality. Q.E.D.

Proof of Lemma 3. The first result follows directly from L(0 | a) = Sa(0|a)
S(0|a)

and the fact

that S(0 | a) = 1 for all a ∈ A . Next, straightforward differentiation gives

Lt (t|a) =
Sat (t|a)S (t|a)− Sa (t|a)St (t|a)

S2 (t|a)
= −ha (t|a) ,

and the second result follows together with Assumption 1. Q.E.D.

Proof of Lemma 4. This follows from the following general result. Consider two twice

differentiable functions f (t) and g (t). Then, f is a strictly convex transformation of g if
f ′′(t)
f ′(t)

> g′′(t)
g′(t)

for all t (see e.g., Gollier (2004)). Q.E.D.

Proof of Proposition 1. See main text. Q.E.D.

Proof of Lemma 5. Note that convexity of the cost of informativeness ensures that

the problem in (13) is a convex problem. The results then follow from Proposition 1
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together with T̂1 (a|0) < ∞ and Assumption 5, which ensures convexity of the cost of

informativeness for high τ . Q.E.D.

Proof of Proposition 2. Consider Problem 4 with binding (PC). From (19), minimizing

the wage costs is equivalent to minimizing a weighted average of the cost of informative-

ness
∫ L(∞|a)

L(τ |a)
e∆rL−1(z|a)dw(z), with the weights given by dw(z) = dB(L−1(z|a))/ (v + c(a)),

which are nonnegative from (LL) and sum up to one from (PC). Any solution satisfy-

ing (LL) and (PC) must, thus, lie on the convexification of the cost of informativeness

C (z|a, τ) for z ≥ L (τ |a). The result then follows as (20) pins down the weighted average

of L(·) from
∫ L(∞|a)

L(τ |a)
zdw (z) = c′(a)

v+c(a)
. Q.E.D.

Proof of Theorem 1. The first assertion directly follows from the fact that v ≤
c′(a)

L(T̂1(a|τ)|a)
− c (a) ensures that (PC) is satisfied at the solution to the relaxed prob-

lem as characterized in Proposition 1, such that the relaxed and the full problem are

in fact equivalent. It remains to show, that in all other cases the participation con-

straint is binding, thus proving the second assertion in the theorem. The proof is by

contradiction. So, fix τ and take any a ∈ A for which T̂1 (a|τ) > T1 (a) ≥ τ such

that v > c′(a)

L(T̂1(a|τ)|a)
− c (a) and assume that the participation constraint under the

optimal contract is slack.19 Then, the optimal contract would specify a single pay-

out time T̃ = arg minτ≤T<T1(a)
e∆rT

L(T |a)
< T̂1 (a|τ) = arg minT≥τ

e∆rT

L(T |a)
, to minimize the

discounting cost per informativeness for all admissible payout times with slack partic-

ipation constraint. We will now show that there exists a feasible contract with lower

compensation costs and binding participation constraint. To see this, consider a con-

vex combination of the single-payment contracts with payout times T̃ and T̂1 (a|τ) re-

spectively, i.e., a contract with two payments dB(T̃ ) = (1− w) c′ (a) /L
(
T̃ |a
)

and

dB(T̂1 (a|τ)) = wc′ (a) /L
(
T̂1 (a|τ) |a

)
at T̂1 (a|τ), which, by construction, satisfies the

incentive constraint for any weight 0 ≤ w ≤ 1. Further, wage cost are clearly decreasing

in w. Thus, one wants to choose w as high as possible, i.e., until the participation con-

straint binds or 0 < w =

(
1

L(T̃ |a)
− 1

L(T1(a)|a)

)
/

(
1

L(T̃ |a)
− 1

L(T̂1(a|τ)|a)

)
< 1. This implies

a single payment at T̃ is strictly dominated by the considered convex combination with

binding participation constraint. Q.E.D.

Proof of Lemma 6. We will start by showing the first assertion in Lemma 6 that the

constraint (CLAW) is irrelevant for compensation design as long as a ≥ a(τ). Note that

Lemma 1 then follows as a special case as a(τ) = 0. So, consider Problem 1 without the

19 That T1(a) ≥ τ is equivalent to a ≥ a(τ) and thus ensures implementability of a.
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claw-back constraint (CLAW). It is useful to introduce the following notation:

db(t) =

{
bt + dbS(t)

bt + dbF (t)

if Y (t) = 0

if Y (t) = 1,

where bt denotes the “unconditional” payment at t, dbS(t) the payment in case no disaster

has occurred up to t, and dbF (t) the payment in case the disaster has occurred prior to or

at t. As in our model no more information is revealed after the (first) bad event and we

have differential discounting, it is without loss of generality to stipulate that, under the

optimal contract, bt = 0 for all t > τ and dbF (t) > 0 only if limx→t− Y (x) = 0, i.e., the

unconditional payment is made as early as possible and any payment that rewards for

failure is made immediately in the event of the disaster. Then we can rewrite Problem 1

as follows,

W (a|τ) = min
bτ ,bS(t),bF (t)

{
e−rP τbτ +

∫ ∞
τ

e−rP tS (t|a) dbS (t) +

∫ ∞
τ

e−rP tf (t|a) dbF (t)

}
s.t.

e−rAτbτ +

∫ ∞
τ

e−rAtS (t|a) dbS (t) +

∫ ∞
τ

e−rAtf (t|a) dbF (t)− c (a) ≥ v (34)∫ ∞
τ

e−rAtSa (t|a) dbS (t) +

∫ ∞
τ

e−rAtfa (t|a) dbF (t)− c′ (a) = 0 (35)

bτ , dbS (t) , dbF (t) ≥ 0 ∀t, (36)

where we have replaced (IC) by the respective first-order condition (35).20 The proof now

proceeds in three steps. We first show that paying the agent after failure, dbF (t) > 0,

cannot be optimal (Lemma A1). In a second step we then show that, further, bτ = 0

under the optimal contract implementing some a ≥ a(τ) (Lemma A2). The result then

follows from the fact that action a can be implemented with a contract that only pays

in the absence of a bad event if and only if a ≥ a(τ).

Lemma A1 It is never (strictly) optimal to pay the agent after failure, i.e., dbF (t) = 0

for all t.

Proof of Lemma A1. The proof is by contradiction. So, assume to the contrary that

the optimal contract has dbF (t′) > 0 for some t′ ≥ τ . We distinguish two cases, depending

on whether fa(t
′|a) ≷ 0. Assume, first, that fa(t

′|a) ≥ 0. We will show that there exists

20 Note that (35) is only a necessary condition for incentive compatibility and we are, hence, considering
a relaxed problem. As we will show, the solution to the relaxed problem will be from the class of contracts
that do not pay after failure. For this class of contracts, however, assumption 2 ensures that (35) is a
necessary and sufficient condition for incentive compatibility (cf. Lemma 2).
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a feasible perturbation of the initial contract resulting in lower expected compensation

costs to the principal. In particular we set dbF (t′) = 0 and adjust dbS(t′) and bτ by

∆bS(t′) and ∆bτ respectively, in order to keep satisfying (35) and (34). We thus require

that

Sa (t′|a) ∆bS(t′)− fa (t′|a) dbF (t′) = 0,

e−rAτ∆bτ + e−rAt
′
[S (t′|a) ∆bS(t′)− f (t′|a) dbF (t′)] = 0,

implying

∆bS(t′) =
fa (t′|a)

Sa (t′|a)
dbF (t′) ≥ 0,

∆bτ = −e−rA(t′−τ)S
2(t′|a)

Sa(t′|a)

∂h(t′|a)

∂a
dbF (t′) > 0,

where we have used assumption (1) on the hazard rate, showing that the perturbation

is feasible. It remains to show that it reduces expected compensation costs, but we

immediately get

∆W = e−rP τ∆bτ + e−rP t
′
S (t′|a) ∆bS(t′)− e−rP t′f (t′|a) dbF (t′)

= e−rAt
′
(
e∆rt′ − e∆rτ

) S2 (t′|a)

Sa (t′|a)

∂h(t′|a)

∂a
dbF (t′) ≤ 0

where we have again used assumption (1) on the hazard rate as well as ∆r = rA−rP > 0.21

The proof for the remaining case where fa(t
′|a) < 0 is immediate, as in this case setting

dbF (t′) = 0 relaxes the incentive constraint, thus allowing to reduce any incentive pay

while ensuring that the participation constraint continues to hold by increasing bτ , which

minimizes discounting costs. We omit a formal argument for brevity. �

So far we have shown that any contract that pays after failure or unconditionally at

any t > τ is dominated. We will now show that also an unconditional payment at τ > 0

cannot be optimal as long as the action to be implemented satisfies a ≥ a(τ), which

solves (21).22

Lemma A2 Under the optimal contract implementing action a ≥ a(τ), the agent

does not receive an unconditional payment, i.e., bt = 0 for all t.

Proof of Lemma A2. It remains to show that bτ > 0 cannot be part of an optimal

contract implementing a ≥ a(τ). First, it can clearly never be optimal to have bτ > 0 if

21 Note that the inequality is strict for t′ > τ .
22 If no solution a(τ) > 0 to (21) exists, we set a(τ) = 0.
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(34) is slack. The proof for the case where (34) is binding is by contradiction. So assume

that the solution to the principal’s problem involves bτ > 0. Then, using the notation

dB(t) = e−rAtS(t|a)dbS(t) and L(t|a) = Sa(t|a)/S(t|a), we can rewrite the principal’s

problem as follows:

W (a|τ) = min
B(t)≥0

{∫ ∞
τ

(
e∆rt − e∆rτ

)
dB(t) + e∆rτ [c(a) + v]

}
s.t.

∫ ∞
τ

L(t|a)dB(t) = c′(a), (37)

where we have used Lemma A1 and substituted for bτ > 0 from (34). Now, note that this

program is linear in dB(t) and it is, hence, without loss of generality to restrict attention

to a single payment date, i.e. there exists a unique T ≥ τ such that dB(T ) > 0 while

dB(t) = 0 for all t 6= T . Then, substituting out dB(T ) using (37) we can write

W (a|τ) = min
T≥τ

{(
e∆rT − e∆rτ

) c′(a)

L(T |a)
+ e∆rτ [c(a) + v]

}
. (38)

From inspection of (38) it is clearly optimal to set T = τ . However, we then get from

(37) that the agent’s expected incentive compensation satisfies

dB(τ) =
c′(a)

L(τ |a)
≥ v + c(a),

where the inequality follows from our assumption that a ≥ a(τ). To see this con-

sider g(τ |a) = c′(a)/L(τ |a) − (v + c(a)) and note that g(τ |a) = 0 as well as ga(τ |a) =

c′(a)
(
c′′(a)
c′(a)
− Saa(τ |a)

Sa(τ |a)

)
/L(τ |a) > 0,where we have used Assumption 2. However, this

implies together with bτ > 0 that (34) is slack leading to a contradiction. �

It remains to show that action a can be implemented with a contract that has bt =

dbF (t) = 0 for all t if and only if a ≥ a(τ). But this follows directly from Theorem 1.

Finally, we will consider optimal compensation design in the absence of (CLAW) for

a < a(τ). With binding (34), the agent’s expected discounted payoff is fixed at v + c(a)

such that we have the following lower bound on compensation costs

W (a|τ) ≥ e∆rτ (v + c(a)) .

We will show that there exists a contract as characterized in the Lemma which achieves

this bound with equality. To see this consider the contract which specifies bτ = erAτγ (v + c(a)) ≥
0 and dB(τ) = e−rAτS(τ |a)dbS(τ) = c′(a)

L(τ |a)
≥ 0 with payments at all other dates and
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contingencies equal to zero. Clearly, this contract satisfies (35) and it satisfies (34) for

γ =
(
v + c (a)− c′(a)

L(τ |a)

)
/ (v + c (a)) > 0, where the inequality follows from a < a(τ). But

clearly it also implies wage costs of W (a|τ) = e−rP τbτ + e∆rτdB(τ) = e∆rτ (v + c (a)).

Q.E.D.

Proof of Lemma 7. Follows from Theorem 1 together with the fact that â (τ) does not

depend on v. Q.E.D.

Proof of Proposition 3. See main text. Q.E.D.

Proof of Proposition 4. The first assertion follows directly from Lemma 5. As for the

second assertion, note that for τ → ∞ marginal costs ∂Ŵ (a|τ) /∂a → ∞ for all a > 0.

To see this, consider marginal costs which from (15) can be written

∂Ŵ (a|τ)

∂a
=

(
1

L

[
c′′ (a)

c′ (a)
− Saa

Sa

]
+ 1

)
e∆rT̂1(a|τ)c′ (a) ,

where, from L(T̂1(a|τ)|a) > 0 and Assumption 2, the term in square brackets is strictly

positive. Hence, T̂1(a|τ) ≥ τ directly implies that the expression goes to infinity as

τ → ∞ for any a > 0. It then directly follows from (25) and Assumption 3 that

limτ→∞ â(τ) = 0. Q.E.D.

Proof of Proposition 5. Assertion two is shown in the main text. With binding

participation constraint for τ ≥ τ̂ , it then follows from Proposition 2 together with the

convexity of the cost of informativeness for τ sufficiently large (cf. Assumption 5 and

Lemma 4), that there is only a single payment date. It remains to show that a∗(τ) is equal

to a(τ) for τ sufficiently large. But, as for any a > 0 the wage costs with a single payment

date and binding participation constraint are given by W (a|τ) = (v + c (a)) e∆rT1(a|τ),

we have

Wa(a|τ) =

(
c′ (a) + (v + c (a)) ∆r

dT1(a|τ)

da

)
e∆rT1(a|τ),

where dT1(a|τ)
da

= L
Lt

(
c′′(a)
c′(a)
− Saa

Sa

)
> 0 from Assumption 2. Hence, it follows from

T1(a|τ) ≥ τ that Wa(a|τ) → ∞ for τ → ∞, such that the principal, optimally chooses

the lowest possible value a∗(τ) = a(τ), implying T1(a|τ) = τ . Finally, the comparative

statics of a∗(τ) in τ then follow from da(τ)
dτ

= Lt/
(
L
(
c′′(a)
c′(a)
− Saa

S

))
> 0 where we have

again used Assumption 2. Q.E.D.

Proof of Lemma 8. It follows from Proposition 5 that for τ sufficiently large (PC)

is binding with a single payment at τ and a∗(τ) = a(τ). Hence, the deadweight loss of
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delay can be written as

D(τ |a∗(τ)) =
(
e∆rτ − 1

)
(v + c(a(τ)) ,

which goes to infinity exponentially. That τ ∗ must be finite then follows from (31) and

the existence of a finite first-best action aFB solving π′
(
aFB

)
− λxx′

(
aFB

)
= c′

(
aFB

)
,

with associated bounded first-best value π
(
aFB

)
− c

(
aFB

)
− λxx

(
aFB

)
, where we have

used Assumption 3.

As for the comparative statics of τ ∗ in λx, note that, by optimality of τ ∗, it must hold

that a∗(τ) < a∗(τ ∗) for all τ < τ ∗. Hence, if τ ∗(λx) is optimal for λx we must have

τ ∗(λ′x) ≥ τ ∗(λx) for all λ′x > λx as x′(a) > 0 from Assumption 3 and a∗(τ) does not

depend on λx.

To prove the last assertion rewrite (31) as follows

ω (τ) = Π (a∗ (τ) |τ) + VA (a∗ (τ) |τ)− λxx (a∗ (τ)) ,

where Π(a|τ) := π (a)−W (a|τ) denotes the highest profit the principal can attain net of

compensation costs and subject to the regulatory constraint. That d
dτ

Π ≤ 0 then trivially

follows from optimality. As x′(a) < 0 from Assumption 3 it remains to show that VA

cannot strictly increase with τ unless a∗(τ) increases. To see this note first that VA as

given by (7) is equal to v and thus constant if (PC) binds. When (PC) is slack, we have

VA(a|τ) = c′(a)

L(T̂1|a)
− c (a) which is decreasing in τ , where we have used that T̂1 is (weakly)

increasing in τ and Lt > 0 from Lemma 3, and increasing in a

∂VA(a|τ)

∂a
= c′ (a)

c′′(a)
c′(a)
− Saa(T̂1|a)

Sa(T̂1|a)

L
(
T̂1|a

) > 0,

where we have used Assumption 2. Q.E.D.
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